Primary 2 Prizewinners
Successful
Ryan
Learner
Dewar

Ryan approaches his learning with
enthusiasm and motivation, working hard
to overcome challenges.

Responsible
Citizen

Lexi
Mitchell

Lexi’s hardworking attitude, resilience
and respect for others have made her a
fantastic P2 role model.

Effective
Contributor

Joey
Mullen

Joey is eager to share his knowledge and
experiences with others. He is a valued
team member, treating everyone fairly.

Confident
Individual

Georgia
Fowler

Georgia’s confidence has increased
throughout P2, and she has a kind and
supportive attitude towards others.

Primary 3 Prizewinners
Successful
Leighton
Learner
Donnelly
Responsible
Citizen

Cooper
Hollow

Effective
Contributor

Lexie
Boland

Confident
Individual

Kelsey
McCluckie

Leighton has made excellent progress
this year, particularly in Literacy. He is
always keen to challenge himself in his
learning.
Cooper displays a polite and respectful
manner at all times. He is a great role
model in P3.
Lexie always makes valuable
contributions to class and group tasks.
She engages fully in her learning, and
regularly brings in items from home to
share her learning with her class.
Kelsey has worked hard to develop her
confidence this year, and now
enthusiastically takes part in class
activities and performances.

Primary 4 Prizewinners
Successful
Calvin
Learner
Gardiner
Responsible
Citizen

Lauren
Grieve

Effective
Contributor

Connor
Sneddon

Confident
Individual

Sophie
Smith

Primary 5 Prizewinners
Successful
Abbie
Learner
Gilmour
Responsible
Citizen

Daryl
Templeton

Effective
Contributor

Neve
Rafferty

Confident
Individual

Morgan
Farrell

Calvin’s positive attitude and
determination have seen him make super
progress across all areas of the
curriculum, particularly in Numeracy.
Lauren always demonstrates a respectful
attitude towards her peers. She has a
wonderful sense of the world around her,
and understands the importance of
protecting it.
Connor demonstrates great resilience in
his learning, and works so hard to
complete any task he is given to the best
of his ability.
Sophie is always keen to take on
responsibilities and enjoys leadership
opportunities. She supports her peers in
group tasks, ensuring everyone is involved
and learning.

Abbie shows great commitment to all
areas of her learning, and has made
super progress, particularly in
Numeracy.
Daryl is a mature, friendly pupil who
always considers others. He supports his
peers in a reassuring and encouraging
manner.
Neve demonstrates great commitment
to her learning, and likes to go ‘the extra
mile’, completing her work to a very high
standard.
Morgan’s confidence has increased in all
areas throughout P5, and he now
participates fully in group and class
discussions, letting his lovely personality
shine through.

Primary 6 Prizewinners
Successful
Sophie
Learner
McKinnon

Sophie has demonstrated outstanding
effort across all curricular areas.

Responsible
Citizen

Eryn
Robertson

Eryn is a fantastic role model to others,
being a kind, caring and polite pupil at all
times.

Effective
Contributor

Tommy
Hamilton

Confident
Individual

Summer
Wills

Tommy demonstrates an enthusiastic
approach to his learning, making quality
contributions to class and group
discussions and tasks.
Summer has worked so hard this year,
challenging herself in all subject areas,
resulting in increased confidence in her
own capabilities.

Primary 7 Prizewinners
Successful
Daisy
Learner
Hilton
Responsible
Citizen

Chloe
McCluckie

Effective
Contributor

Paige
Coughtrie

Confident
Individual

Mila
Harkin

Daisy always works hard, trying her best
in all curricular areas. Her resilient and
determined attitude towards her work
has resulted in steady progress.
Chloe is an excellent role model to all
pupils in our school, demonstrating a
positive, respectful and mature attitude
towards her learning.
Paige contributes effectively in all
curricular areas, and is always eager to
ask and answer questions. She
demonstrates great leadership skills.
Mila’s increasingly positive attitude
towards her learning has resulted in
increased self-confidence and belief in
her own capabilities.

